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Abstract— Many peer-to-peer security protocols in mobile communications utilise shared
secrets. Synchronous storage of shared secrets is imperative for the successful operation of
security protocols, as asynchronous storage of shared secrets may lead to service
unavailability. Hence, update mechanisms must not only guarantee the secrecy of shared
secrets, but also their synchrony.
This paper addresses synchronisation weaknesses in security protocols for wireless
communications. It is demonstrated that a wide range of protocols contain such weaknesses.
A new class of attack, called suppress-and-desynchronise attack, is introduced that exploit
these weaknesses. These new attacks desynchronise the shared secrets of principals by
suppressing messages, resulting in a permanent denial of service condition.
A verification system to model update mechanisms for shared secrets is introduced. Based on
this verification system detection rules are developed that are able to detect synchronisation
weaknesses that can be exploited by suppress-and-desynchronise attacks. Application of the
detection rules to three security protocols results in the detection of hitherto unknown
weaknesses. Consequently, these security protocols are susceptible to suppress-anddesynchronise attacks and details of mounting the attacks are presented. Finally, amendments
to one of these protocols are proposed and application of the introduced formal system
establishes the immunity of the amended protocol against suppress-and-desynchronise
attacks.
Keywords - Authentication, Protocol verification, Wireless communication, Mobile
communication systems, Denial of Service

1. Introduction
The security of electronic networks and information systems is nowadays a critical issue for
the growth of information and communication technologies. This is particularly the case in
the wireless environment, where the data is broadcasted over open airwaves. As these
networks are often trusted with highly sensitive information, the security of both the
infrastructure itself and the information that runs through it must be guaranteed. Security
protocols are used to provide such protection by offering services such as authentication, key
establishment, confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation. Such security protocols need to
be able to withstand threats such as replay attacks, type-flaw attacks and denial of service
attacks.
In addition to security requirements, security protocols for wireless communications have to
consider the restricted computational abilities and the limited power resources of the
wireless/mobile devices [1], [2]. Thus, many peer-to-peer security protocols in the mobile
environment utilise shared secrets to minimise the computational burden on mobile devices
[3-8]. However, there are security concerns raised by the long-term storage of shared secrets
[9]. Therefore, modern security protocols utilise dynamic shared secrets, which are updated
to new values in each session by an underlying update mechanism [10-15]. For most
applications an off-line update via smart cards or other security tokens is not feasible.
Therefore, an online update mechanism is employed, where the new shared secret value is
established through message exchanges between the involved principals.
Mutual authentication based on such dynamic shared secrets is performed by proving
ownership of the current instance of the shared secret [7], [13]. Additionally, these dynamic
shared secrets may also be used:
 as fresh components to protect against replay attacks and in the generation of session keys
[3], [8], [12], [14].
 to act as non-related aliases to mobile users while roaming in foreign domains with the
purpose of preserving user privacy [15], [16].
 in the creation of evidence of service access to provide non-repudiation in billing protocols
[5], [17].
Online update mechanisms for dynamic shared secrets must not only ensure the secrecy of
the shared secrets, but must also guarantee their synchrony.
1.1 Original Contribution of this Work
In this paper we reveal a new weakness in the update mechanisms of current security
protocols that utilise dynamic shared secrets. It will be demonstrated that this weakness is
inherent in a wide range of protocols such as the Aziz-Diffie (AD) [3], Hwang-Yang-Shiu
(HYS) [12], Chang-Chang (CC) [13], Tseng [14] and Chen-Lee-Chen (CLC) [15] protocols.
Further, a new form of attack – termed in this paper as suppress-and-desynchronise attack
(SD attack) – that exploits this weakness is presented. In an SD attack, the intruder interferes
with the delivery or integrity of messages to cause failure of the update mechanism. In many
cases, the SD attack is mounted by suppressing a single message between the communicating
parties. As a result, the attacked security protocol is compromised and further communication
between the involved parties is no longer possible. Thus, if the security protocol is not
designed to deal with the possibility of a failed update mechanism, a permanent denial of
service condition is reached.

This paper also proposes a new verification system that is able to model update mechanisms
for shared secrets. Further, the verification system is able to detect update mechanisms that
are susceptible to SD attacks.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the verification system, it is used to establish the
presence of hitherto unknown weaknesses in the AD [3], HYS [12] and Tseng [14] security
protocols. It is demonstrated how an attacker can exploit the detected weaknesses by
mounting SD attacks against these protocols. In each case, executing the SD attack results in
a permanent DoS condition. Finally, amendments to the AD protocol are proposed and the
formal system is used to prove the immunity of the amended AD protocol against SD attacks.
2. New Attacks against Security Protocols Implementing Update Mechanisms
Providing mutual authentication based on shared secrets is a common feature in security
protocols. The communicating parties involved in a protocol session prove their identity by
showing possession of the shared secrets as follows: Two principals initially establish a
shared secret θ and store it in their memory. During one protocol run (we use the terms
“protocol run”, “protocol session” and “protocol iteration” synonymously) the
communicating parties challenge each other to prove possession of the shared secret θ by
sending a message based on θ. If both principals are able to formulate the expected messages,
mutual authentication is successful. If either principal is incapable of producing the correct
message, mutual authentication fails.
Authentication based on static shared secrets, which are not updated online during a session,
implies their long term usage. However, there are potential vulnerabilities associated with the
long term storage of static shared secrets [9], such as disclosure of past and current session
keys and identity disclosure [16]. Dynamic shared secrets, which are updated online, can be
used to avoid potential vulnerabilities associated with static shared secrets [13], [15].
2.1 Authentication Based on Dynamic Shared Secrets
Security protocols that implement dynamic shared secrets employ an underlying online
mechanism to update these shared secrets to new values. Thus, a sequence of shared secrets
θ1 to θn is used, where a successful run of a protocol ensures mutual authentication of both
principals by proving possession of the current shared secret θi (see Figure 1).
The initial shared secret θ1 is usually established in an offline process. In the first protocol
run, principals mutually authenticate each other using θ1. At the same time, the update phase
of the protocol provides the principals with θ2, the next instance of the shared secret. In
general, the protocol run that uses θi also establishes the next shared secret θi+1. This new
shared secret θi+1 will be used in the subsequent protocol run, which also updates to the next
shared secret θi+2 and so on. Subsequent shared secrets can be either unrelated, i.e. be
generated randomly [15], or can be created from the same seed [17]. In the latter case there is
a functional relationship between consecutive values and perfect forward secrecy needs to be
addressed [13], to avoid a situation where an attacker can predict future shared secret values.
An authentication process based on dynamic shared secrets requires the synchrony of the
shared secret instances: both parties should store the same instance of the shared secret at the
end of the protocol run and use the same instance of the secret in the subsequent protocol run
to authenticate each other. Thus, in a successful online update mechanism the storage of the
shared secrets by the two principals evolves synchronously after each protocol run.

2.2 General Structure of Suppress-and-Desynchronise Attacks
For the successful operation of security protocols utilising dynamic shared secrets the
synchronous storage of these shared secrets is required. If an update mechanism for dynamic
shared secrets fails, then the principals store a different instance of the shared secret. As will
be demonstrated below, an attacker with the capabilities of the Dolev-Yao attacker model
[18] can force such a condition.
For example, consider the situation detailed in Figure 2: In protocol run i the update
mechanism fails, where only Principal 2 has updated to the new shared secret θi+1 and the two
principals end the protocol run with different values of the shared secret. The next
authentication attempt by Principal 1 will be based upon the shared secret θi as this is
Principal 1’s current shared secret. However, as Principal 2 has updated to the new secret θi+1,
Principal 1’s request will be rejected as it does not contain the expected shared secret instance
θ i+1. Consequently, mutual authentication will fail and the requested service will be denied.
Further, if the security protocol is not designed to deal with the possibility of a failed update
mechanism, a permanent denial of service (DoS) condition is reached.
2.3 Mounting a Suppress-and-Desynchronise Attack against a Mutual Authentication
Protocol for Mobile Satellite Communications
This section demonstrates the mounting of a Suppress-and-Desynchronise Attack (SD attack)
against the CLC mutual authentication protocol for mobile satellite communications. The
exploited weakness has been identified by the authors of this paper and an improved protocol
has been proposed [10]. A similar attack is demonstrated against the CC protocol in [11].
2.3.1 The CLC Mutual Authentication Protocol
The CLC mutual authentication protocol [15] is designed to provide mutual authentication
and key establishment between a mobile user (U) and the network control centre (NCC) of a
satellite network within a LEO satellite communication system. The CLC protocol has three
phases: initialisation phase, mobile user registration phase and mobile user authentication
phase.
In the initialisation phase the NCC creates its pair of private/public keys. Further, during the
registration phase the following shared secrets are established between U and NCC: U’s
temporary identity TID and the session key sk, which is computed using TID. These
credentials (TID, sk) are used once to perform the first authentication phase by U and NCC.
Subsequently, the authentication phase is performed each time prior to communication
between U and NCC with the following goals:
 The NCC generates a new value for U’s temporary identity (TIDnew) and sends it to U
 Both U and NCC derive the new session key sknew from U’s new temporary identity TIDnew.
2.3.2 Mounting a SD Attack against the CLC Protocol
In these attacks it is assumed that the attacker has the capability of the Dolev-Yao attacker
model [18]. Such an attacker can mount a SD attack by preventing the last message of the
authentication phase from reaching U and thus cause failure of the update mechanism for U
as outlined in Figure 3.
As discussed in [10], this attack can be mounted by using a low-power jammer to suppress
delivery of message 4. This results in a situation where the NCC has already updated its
shared secret to TIDnew and implicitly the new session key sknew computed on TIDnew, whereas

U still stores the old shared secrets TID. Hence, while NCC has authenticated U, the opposite
is not true: U has not yet authenticated NCC. Thus, eventually U will resend the same
authentication request. However, at this point in time the shared secrets of U and NCC are
desynchronised: U attempts to authenticate with TID and the obsolete sk, while NCC expects
the new shared secrets TIDnew and sknew. Consequently, this authentication request will fail.
Furthermore, as the CLC protocol is not designed to deal with failed update mechanisms the
satellite service becomes permanently unavailable as the user is not enabled to reauthenticate.
3. A New Verification System to Model Shared Secret Update Mechanisms
The formal verification of security protocols is an imperative step in the design of security
protocols [2],[19], which aims at proving that the verified protocol meets its security goals
and demonstrate the absence of mountable attacks against the protocol. The approach
presented in this work is aiming at demonstrating the absence of mountable SD attacks. In
this section we introduce a new formal verification system to model update mechanisms for
dynamic shared secrets, which expresses the actions of principals, their storing strategies for
shared secrets and the principals’ roles in the different types of update mechanisms. The
verification system can be used to establish the resistance of security protocols against SD
attacks. Table 1 summarises the notations introduced in this section.
3.1 A Classification of Update Mechanisms for Dynamic Shared Secrets in Authentication
Protocols
In general, authentication protocols that use dynamic shared secrets start with an initialisation
or registration phase to establish the initial shared secrets. Subsequently, they loop through an
authentication or update phase followed by a data exchange phase. While the details of the
update mechanisms vary greatly, some common structures emerge. We classify the update
mechanism into the following two categories:
 Update Mechanism A (UM-A): Establishes a new and unpredictable secret during each
authentication/update session.
 Update Mechanism B (UM-B): Establishes a set of N pre-determined shared secrets. After
N iterations a new set of shared secrets is established. The N values within each set are
either:
o derived through a formula from the same seed or
o pre-calculated random and stored values
3.1.1 Update Mechanism UM-A
In a protocol that uses Update Mechanism A (for example [3], [12], [14], [15]) at any given
time only a single instance of the shared secret is generated (cf. Figure 4). During the
initialisation/registration phase both communicating principals establish the initial instance θ1
of the shared secret. In every protocol run authentication is based upon the current value θ i of
the shared secret and a new instance of the shared secret (θi+1) is generated and distributed.
Both principals update their current shared secret to θi+1 for use in the next protocol run.
3.1.2 Update Mechanism UM-B
The second update mechanism (UM-B) works with sets θi,j of N pre-determined shared
secrets (for example [13], [17]). Such a set (also called a chain) is used for N consecutive
authentications, followed by the establishment of a new set (cf. Figure 5). During the
initialisation/registration phase both communicating principals establish the initial set θ1,j of
shared secrets. The values within each set can either be pre-calculated random values or
derived from the same seed by some formula. In each protocol run authentication is based

upon the current value θi,j of the shared secret and both principals update to the new shared
secret θi,j+1. After N protocol runs, all values in the current set have been used and both
principals enter an update phase that establishes a new set θi+1,j of shared secrets.
3.2 Principal Classification by Roles, Visibility Scopes and Operating Values
The principals are classified by their roles in the update mechanism and by their visibility
scope. In an update mechanism, principals take on either the role of initiator or closer.
Additionally, one principal takes also the role as generator. These roles are defined as
follows:
 Initiator (α) – The principal that issues the first message in the update mechanism
 Closer (ω) – The principal that issues the last message in a two-message update
mechanism, or the principal that receives the message in a one-message update
mechanism.
 Generator (Γ) – The principal that generates the new secret value(s)
The visibility scope formally expresses the amount of shared secret instances that a principal
is able to access either by storing them or through computation. Principals can be classified
by their visibility scopes as follows:
 A Unary principal is designed to only access the current shared secret.
 A Binary principal is designed to access both the current shared secret and the previous or
subsequent one.
 An n-ary principal is designed to access a chain of n shared secrets.
For example, Figure 6 shows the visibility scope of two principals in a UM-A, where both,
the Initiator (α) and the Closer (ω), store only a single instance of the shared secret θ. Thus,
both principals have at any given time only access to a single instance of the shared secret
and, therefore, they are both Unary principals.
In a UM-B at least one principal can access multiple instances of θ as depicted in Figure 7.
The principal able to access multiple instances can either be the Closer (as shown in the
figure), the Initiator or both principals. In the depicted example, the Initiator (α) is a Unary
principal, while the Closer (ω) is an n-ary principal.
For some protocols using a UM-B the Generator (Γ) is designed as a Unary principal. In these
cases, even if the principal initially generated N instances of θ, it is implemented to be unable
to access all of these instances at any given time. Instead, the principal computes or stores
only one instance of θ corresponding to the protocol session.
Two visibility scopes are called disjunctive if they share no common value of the shared
secret θ.
A principal’s operating values of the shared secret θ are those values that the principal is
actively using in one protocol run to either prove its identity when issuing a message or to
validate incoming messages against. A principal’s operating values are always a subset (less
or equal) of its visibility scope.
Principals can be classified by the number of operating values as follows:
 A Monostable principal has only a single operating value. Thus, the principal operates
only with the current secret value used in the update mechanism. A generic Monostable
principal is denoted M. The notation can also be used to indicate the visibility scope,

where M1 indicates a Unary visibility scope, M2 indicates a Binary visibility scope and Mn
indicates an n-ary visibility scope.
 A Bistable principal uses two operating values. Thus, the principal operates with both the
current shared secret and the previous or the subsequent one. A Bistable principal is
denoted B. A Bistable principal can only have a Binary visibility scope (B2) or an n-ary
visibility scope (Bn).
 An N-Stable principal uses more than two operating values – in general, all remaining
values in the visibility scope are used as operating values. An N-Stable principal is
denoted N and can only have an n-ary visibility scope (Nn).
3.3 The Asynchronous Interval
In the verification system a protocol session regards the update mechanism as an atomic unit.
However, this update mechanism is a sequential process involving five steps:
1. One principal (A) updates the shared secret first from θi to θi+1.
2. A computes the message containing the new operating value θi+1.
3. A sends the message to the other principal (B).
4. B receives the message from A.
5. On successful authentication of A, B updates its shared secret to θi+1.
The time interval from step 2 until step 5 is called the Asynchronous Interval, as during this
time one principal has updated the shared secret while the other is still storing the old value.
3.4 Initiator’s Evaluation of the Authentication Results
Update mechanisms for dynamic shared secrets can be employed by security protocols as a
stand-alone authentication phase or as an embedded process in an exchange of multiple
messages. The verification system proposed in this section identifies and models only the
messages that constitute the update mechanism. In peer-to-peer authentication systems two
messages are sufficient to provide the update mechanism (cf. the Two General’s Problem
[21]), therefore the verification systems only needs to model update mechanisms with up to
two messages. This section outlines how the Initiator evaluates the results of the
authentication session.
3.4.1 Two-Message Update Mechanisms
In a two-message update mechanism the Initiator (α) receives a notification of the Closer’s
authentication acceptance. If the Initiator receives an “access denied” message or when the
legitimate authentication request times out, the Initiator assumes the authentication session
has failed. If the Initiator receives an “access granted” message, the authentication session
has been successful.
3.4.2 One-Message Update Mechanisms
In this case the Closer (ω) is a silent principal that doesn’t issue any message as part of the
update mechanism. Hence, the Initiator (α) establishes the outcome of the authentication
session in the subsequent data exchange phase. If the Initiator’s attempt to enter data
exchange with its current session key is rejected by the Closer, the Initiator assumes the
authentication session has failed. Otherwise, the Initiator knows the authentication session
has been successful.
3.5 Strategy of Operating Value Usage
The principals may use any of the following strategies to update their operating value in case
of failed authentication sessions.

3.5.1 Strategy of Operating Value Usage in Two-Message Update Mechanism
After a failed authentication session an Initiator can issue the next authentication request
according to the following strategies:
 A Repeater (Ξ) will continue to issue requests with the current operating value (which
hasn’t been updated due to authentication failure) until the authentication session is
successful.
 An Increaser (Ψ) will always use the next operating value (θi+1) in a subsequent
authentication attempt. Thus, an Increaser will never resend a request with the current
operating value (θi). It is assumed that the Increaser tries to authenticate only once with
the next operating value (θi+1) after a failed session. If this second authentication request
also fails, then the Increaser will keep its current operating value (θi+1).
 Differentiator (Δ) – It can be Binary Bistable (B2) or n-ary Bistable (Bn) or n-ary N-Stable
(Nn). A Differentiator will resend its request according to any one of the following types:
o Issues next value – forward differentiator: Δ+
o Issues previous value – backward differentiator: -Δ
o Issues arbitrary value in the chain – random differentiator: -Δ+ - if it is Nn, depending
on what it just received in the resynchronisation challenge
o Issues all of the above: Δ – used as a wildcard for all three types of differentiator.
This is used later to minimise configuration tables in section 4.
After a successful authentication session, where the current operating value has been updated,
an Initiator always acts as a Repeater.
The Closer only updates its operating value in response to incoming requests from the
Initiator and updates the shared secret according to the following strategies:
 A Repeater (Ξ) issues an “access granted” message and updates its operating value if
the request is accepted. Alternatively, on receiving an invalid request, it issues an
“access denied” message and keeps the current operating value.
 A Differentiator (Δ) differentiates between its responses as a function of the incoming
messages. The same types as for the Initiator are possible.
3.5.2 Strategy of Operating Value Usage in One-Message Update Mechanism
An Initiator can issue the next authentication request according to the following strategies:
 An Unconditional Increaser (Θ) will always use the next operating value in a
subsequent authentication attempt, even in case of previously failed authentication
sessions.
 A Differentiator (Δ) can act differently based on the result of authentication sessions.
Further, a Differentiator can potentially use any operating value in its visibility scope.
The same types as for the two message update mechanism are possible.
The Closer updates its operating value analogous to the two-message update mechanism, but
does not issue any messages.
3.6 Update Mechanism Session Identification
In some cases it is necessary to identify a single session or a range of sessions. A single
session is identified by σ (p), while a range of sessions is identified by σ (p,q). The notation p
identifies session number “p”, while the pair p,q expresses: each session from p to q.
3.7 Reset Phases in Protocols using Update Mechanisms
In addition to the update mechanism, some protocols also include a reset phase that reinitialises the shared secret of the communicating parties [5], [6], [7], [20]. In such a phase,

the parties authenticate each other using additional secrets and thus, this phase can be
performed even by communicating parties with different operating values. In the verification
system the presence of such a reset phase is indicated by the notation σ.ρ, while the absence
of such a phase is denoted σ.Φ.
3.8 Impact of the SD attack
The SD attack against a security scheme has the following consequences:
 One principal is unaware of the other principal’s status on the update event
 The update mechanism finishes asynchronously and the visibility scope of the
principals becomes disjunctive.
The party that is prevented by the attack from updating to the new instance of the shared
secret is called the desynchronised party and is denoted by δ, e.g. δα indicates that the
initiator α has been prevented from updating to the new operating value.
3.9 Direction of SD attacks
The following symbols are required to model the direction of an attack:

symbolises an attack that stops the first message in a two-message update mechanism

symbolises an attack that stops the second message in a two-message update
mechanism

symbolises an attack that stops the message in a one-message update mechanism
4. Detection Rules of the Verification System
This section introduces a set of formal rules to detect weak update mechanisms that are
susceptible to SD attacks. The formal rules are introduced firstly for one-message update
mechanisms and secondly for two-message update mechanisms. Each rule establishes the
presence of a weakness in an update mechanism and indicates the corresponding type of
attack that inflicts asynchronous operating values for the communicating parties. These rules
were developed by generating a complete set of all possible configurations of combinations
of Initiators and Closers with all their possible characteristics and then analyzing these
configurations to evaluate the presence of SD attacks in them. As the set is exhaustive, the
resulting verification system is complete and therefore it is able to detect all possible SD
attacks.
4.1 Update Mechanisms with Change of Generator Role
In some UM-Bs the role of generator changes over time. While the role of Generator is
played by one party during the N-1 sessions, it is played by the opposite party in the Nth
session. In these cases, the update mechanism must be expressed twice: once for each
principal as generator. Consequently, two detection rules are applicable: one to model the
update mechanism performed by the first N-1 sessions and the second to model the Nth
session.
4.2 One-Message Update Mechanisms
One-message update mechanisms can exist as stand-alone update phases [5], [7] or as an
underlying process in other protocols [17]. Two distinct cases are possible for one-message
update mechanisms:
1. The role of the Generator is played by the Initiator (Γ.α).
2. The role of Generator is played by the Closer (Γ.ω).

4.2.1 The Closer as a Generator – ω.Γ
In a one-message update mechanism the Closer can only be a Generator if it is a UM-B. As
the Initiator is not the Generator, it requires a chain of N instances of shared secrets to be
delivered to it in advance. This enforces that the Initiator is an n-ary principal. Additionally,
the presented rules assume that the chain is updated through a two-message update
mechanism, where ω responds to α’s challenge computed with the Nth operating value. Thus,
these rules concern only the first N-1 iterations of the update mechanism (σ (1, N-1)).
When a protocol implements a reset phase to update the chain, all N instances of the shared
secret within a chain may be used in the one-message update mechanism. In this case, the
number of sessions that these rules apply to is then increased by one and σ (1, N-1) changes
to σ (1, N). Table 2 shows the complete set of possible configurations for a one-message
update mechanism where the Closer is the Generator. Each configuration is labelled as
follows:
 I for impossible configurations
 N for configurations that make no sense in practice
 A for configuration vulnerable to a suppress attack
 S for safe configurations
As can be seen, there are two configurations that are marked as vulnerable to attack:
configurations number 20 and 34. In configuration number 20, the Initiator (α) is an n-ary
Monostable principal (Mn) and the Closer (ω) is a Unary Monostable principal (M1). The
Initiator acts as an Unconditional Increaser (Θ) and the Closer is a Repeater (Ξ). Thus, each
time α enters a new session of the protocol during the lifetime of a chain, it sends a request to
ω using its operating value θi from the chain. Simultaneously, as an Unconditional Increaser,
α also updates its operating value to θi+1. On receiving the request, ω validates θi against its
own operating value and if they match, α is authenticated and ω also updates its operating
value to θi+1. As ω only updates on reception of messages from α, the asynchronous interval
of this update mechanism begins with computation of α’s request and ends on successful
authentication of α by ω after reception of α’s request. With the assumption that no reset
phase is present, an attacker can desynchronise α and ω in the first N-1 iterations in each
chain by preventing α‘s request from reaching ω. As now α’s operating value is updated to
θi+1 while ω’s operating value is still θi, any future authentication request from α will fail and
a permanent DoS condition is reached.
The rule “DR1) α.Mn ˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω” detects the
described SD attack against any of the first N-1 iterations (σ (1, N-1)) of an update
mechanism using configuration number 20. This rule only applies to protocols that do not
implement a reset phase (σ.Φ). By stopping the first message (
), the attacker prevents ω
from updating to the new operating value and thereby desynchronises ω (δω). As a
consequence, α and ω have different operating values.
Correspondingly, the detection rule based upon unsafe configuration number 34 is: “DR2)
α.Mn ˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.Mn ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω”. The detection rules for onemessage update mechanisms with the Initiator as Generator are summarised in Table 3.
4.2.2 The Initiator as a Generator – α.Γ
Analogous to the previous section, a complete set of configurations was generated and
analysed for one-message update mechanisms with the Initiator as Generator. Table 4
summarises the configurations found vulnerable to desynchronisation attacks.

Configuration number 1 in Table 4 refers to a one-message UM-A, where both the Initiator
(α) and the Closer (ω) are Unary Monostable (M1) principals. Here the Initiator acts as an
Unconditional Increaser (Θ) and the Closer as a Repeater (Ξ). On each authentication request
α sends its current operating value θi and the next proposed operating value θi+1. As an
unconditional increaser, α also updates its operating value to θi+1 before sending the
authentication request. On receiving the request, ω authenticates α on θi. On successful
authentication ω updates its operating value to θi+1.
As α is the generator, θi+1 is unknown to ω until it receives α‘s request. Thus, the
asynchronous interval in this mechanism is between computation of the message issued by α
and ω’s successful authentication of α at reception of α’s request. With the assumption that
no reset phase is present, an attacker can desynchronise α and ω by preventing α‘s request
from reaching ω. Now α’s operating value is updated to θi+1, while ω’s operating value is still
θi. Thus, any future authentication request from α will fail and a permanent DoS condition is
reached.
The rule “DR3) α.M1 ˄ α.Θ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω” detects the described SD
attack against an UM-A using configuration number 1. Rule DR3 only applies if the protocol
does not implement a reset phase (σ.Φ). By stopping α’s message (
) from reaching ω, an
attacker prevents ω from updating to the new operating value. The Closer becomes the
desynchronised principal (δω). Table 5 summarises the detection rules obtained from the
configurations in Table 4. Depending on the chain update policy, rules may be extended to N
sessions (cf. The Closer as a Generator – ω.Γ).
4.3 Two-Message Update Mechanisms
Two message update mechanisms are the most common form and are usually implemented as
standalone protocol phases [8], [20].
4.3.1 The Closer as a Generator – ω.Γ
This scenario considers the types of update mechanisms in which the Closer (ω) is the
principal that generates the new instances of θ. Thus, the Initiator (α) is provided with future
instances of θ by ω at receipt of message two in the update mechanism. In this scenario α
cannot be a Unary Monostable Increaser (α.M1 ˄ α.Ψ) as it has no knowledge of future θ
instances. From the complete set of configurations for this scenario, the vulnerable
configurations are summarized in Table 6.
Configuration number 4 in Table 6 refers to a UM-B, where the Initiator (α) is an n-ary
Monostable and acts as an Increaser (Ψ). The Closer (ω) is a Unary Monostable (M1)
principal, a Repeater (Ξ) and the Generator (Γ). Even though the Closer has initially
generated N instances of θ, it is implemented to be unable to access all of these instances at
any given time. Instead, the principal computes or stores only one instance of θ
corresponding to the protocol session.
The Initiator α sends the first message of the update mechanism, which contains its operating
value θi. On receipt of this message ω validates θi against its own operating value. If they
match, then ω generates a new instance θi+1 and sends its response to α. This response
contains both θi and θi+1, where θi is used to authenticate ω and θi+1 indicates the new
operating value to which α should update to. When α receives the response, it will assess ω’s

identity by comparison of the received θi against its stored value. On successful
authentication of ω, α updates its operating value to θi+1.
As ω is a Unary Monostable principal, θi+1 is unknown to ω until it receives α‘s request.
Thus, the asynchronous interval in this mechanism is between computation of the message
issued by α and ω’s successful authentication of α at reception of α’s request. With the
assumption that no reset phase is present, an attacker can desynchronise α and ω by
preventing α’s request from reaching ω. As the Initiator is an Increaser, when entering the
next authentication session α’s operating value is θi+1 while ω’s operating value is still θi, any
future authentication request from α will fail and a permanent DoS condition is reached.
The rule “DR12) α.Mn ˄ α.Ψ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω” detects a
desynchronisation attack against an UM-B using configuration number 4 of Table 6. Rule
DR12 only applies to the first N-1 iterations (σ (1, N-1)) if no reset phase is present (σ.Φ). By
stopping α’s request (
) from reaching ω, an attacker prevents ω from updating to the new
operating value. The Closer becomes the desynchronised principal (δω). Against the setup
modelled by rule DR12, the attack (
) has an impact only against the first N-1 sessions,
before the principals update to a new chain of secrets.
Against the Nth run (σ (N)), which additionally provides an update to a new chain, only an
attack that stops the second message (
) desynchronises the principals. This attack
prevents α from updating to the first instance of θ or the seed of the new chain and therefore α
becomes a desynchronised principal (δα). The following rule detects this weakness in an
update mechanism: “DR13) α.Mn ˄ α.Ψ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα”.
Table 7 summarises the detection rules obtained from the configurations in Table 6. These
rules allow a change of generator in the Nth iteration. If the role of generator does not change,
then rules limited to N-1 sessions may be extended to N sessions by replacing σ(1, N-1) with
σ(1, N).
4.3.2 The Initiator as a Generator – α.Γ
When the Initiator (α) is the Generator (Γ), then instances of θ are delivered in the form of
authentication requests to the Closer (ω) and the confirmation of ω’s update event is
presented to α in the second message. From the complete set of configurations for this
scenario, the vulnerable configurations are summarized in Table 8.
Configuration number 1 in table 8 models a UM-B, where the Initiator (α) and the Closer (ω)
are Unary Monostable (M1) principals and Repeaters (Ξ). Each time α enters a new session of
the protocol during the lifetime of a chain, it sends a request to ω using its operating value θ i.
On receiving the request, ω validates θi against its own operating value and if they match α is
authenticated and ω updates its operating value to θi+1. As this is a two-message update
mechanism, α only updates its operating value on receipt of the response from ω. Hence, the
asynchronous interval in this update mechanism begins with ω’s successful authentication of
α (ω updates to θi+1) and it ends with α’s successful authentication of ω.
With the assumption that no reset phase is present, an attacker can mount a SD attack.
Stopping the second message from reaching α will desynchronise α, while ω has already
updated to θi+1, α’s operating value is still θi. Thus, any future authentication requests from α
will fail and a permanent DoS condition is reached.

The rule “DR18) α.M1 ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα” detects
desynchronisation attacks against update mechanisms using configuration number 1 of Table
8. This rule only applies if no reset phase is present. By stopping the second message (
)
in the update mechanism, α is prevented from updating and it therefore becomes a
desynchronised principal (δα). Table 9 summarises the detection rules obtained from the
configurations in Table 8. If the role of generator does not change, rules limited to N-1
sessions may be extended to N sessions by replacing σ(1, N-1) with σ(1, N).
5. Applying the New Verification System to Wireless Protocols
This section demonstrates the application of the new verification system by applying it
against the following protocols:
 Authentication scheme for mobile satellite communications (HYS protocol) [12].
 Public-key management scheme for mobile ad hoc networks (Tseng protocol) [14].
 Mutual authentication protocol for wireless communications (AD protocol) [3].
The performed verifications reveal hitherto unknown weaknesses in the HYS, Tseng and AD
security protocols. In these verifications the update mechanisms of the protocols are
formalised and the introduced detection rules are applied to detect the presence of
weaknesses in the protocol. In addition, it is demonstrated how an attacker can cause a
permanent DoS condition by mounting SD attacks against these protocols. Also, amendments
to the AD protocol are proposed and application of the verification system to the amended
AD protocol establishes its immunity against SD attacks.
5.1 Guidelines to Update Mechanism Formalisation and Application of Detection Rules
In order to use the proposed verification system and apply the detection rules, the update
mechanism under consideration must first be formalized. The following steps are required to
extract an update mechanism from a security protocol and model it using our formal
verification system:
1) Identification of the main protocol phases, such as initialisation phase, authentication
phase, key update phase etc. Attention must be given to potential hidden phases - the
evolution of shared secrets must be observed throughout the flow of the entire security
protocol.
2) For each phase identified in 1) identify:
a) initialisation point for each new instance of any secret,
b) first time usage point for each secret used for authentication purposes,
c) re-instantiation points, where any secret data is updated.
3) Identification of update mechanism(s) inside the security scheme - a security scheme can
implement:
 One update mechanism as a standalone protocol phase.
 One update mechanism embedded in a protocol phase comprised of more than two
messages.
 Two or more sequential update mechanisms, where one UM completes before
commencement of the other.
 Two or more interleaving update mechanisms, where subsequent UMs commence
before previous UMs have completed.
4) For each update mechanism identified in 3) isolate the update mechanism by removing
relaying principals.
5) For each isolated update mechanism in 4):

a) Identify update mechanism as of type UM-A or UM-B
b) Identification of θ.
c) Identification of number of messages.
d) Establishment of existence of a reset phase among the identified protocol phases in 1).
e) Identification of the Generator of θ.
f) Identification of α and ω’s visibility scopes and number of used operating values.
g) Identify Initiator and closer as Repeater, Increaser or Differentiator. Where the
behaviour cannot be identified from the description of the protocol, all cases should
be considered.
6) For any identified UM-B:
a) Isolation of the round of the update mechanism that ensures generation and update to a
new chain of secrets (identified by the verification system as the Nth phase of a UMB)
b) Establishment of Generator in the Nth session, which may be different than the
principal that played this role throughout the initial N-1 sessions
 When the same principal is the Generator in all N rounds, the same configuration
is used for all N rounds.
 If a different principal plays the role of Generator, the Nth session is modelled as a
UM-A with a different configuration than the first N-1 sessions.
7) The detection rules are applied
 If a detection rule matches, a SD attack is possible against the protocol.
 If no detection rule matches, the protocol is safe against SD attacks.
5.2 Analysis of the HYS Protocol
The HYS mutual authentication protocol [12] is designed to provide mutual authentication
and key establishment between a mobile user (MS) and the network control centre (NCC) of
a satellite network within a LEO satellite communication system. In this protocol the LEO
satellite has the functionality of forwarding messages from mobile users to the NCC and vice
versa. The HYS protocol has two phases: mobile user registration phase and mobile user
authentication phase. During the registration phase, the gateway assigns the new mobile user
(MS) a permanent identity UID, a temporary identity TID and a secret key Kmd. Before
communicating, MS and NCC must execute the authentication phase, which performs mutual
authentication and the update to a new shared secret as outlined in Figure 8.
5.2.1 Applying Detection Rules for SD attacks to the HYS Protocol
The Registration Phase of the HYS protocol is executed once when the mobile user enters the
system for the first time. The authentication phase is a two-message update mechanism UMA, as at any given time only a single instance of the shared secret is generated. The update
mechanism is performed by MS as an Initiator and the NCC as the Closer. The LEO only
relays the shared secret θ formed by the pair (TID, Kmd) that is refreshed with each session.
Therefore, the messages are regarded as directly exchanged by MS and NCC. The NCC
plays the role of the Generator. Both parties operate with one operating value (Monostable
principals) and both parties have a unary visibility scope. The registration phase, which
provides the initially synchronous θ for both parties, is executed only once. Subsequently, the
authentication phase is performed repetitively and it is based upon θ. The protocol does not
implement a reset phase for θ.
As the Initiator (MS) is Unary Monostable and not the Generator, it has only one option in
case of an occurring time-out: resending the authentication request to the NCC with its
current θ. Thus, the Initiator is a Repeater.

The following configuration is obtained for the UM-A update mechanism executed by MS
(α) and NCC (ω): “α.M1 ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ”. As no reset phase is presence, rule DR7
(α.M1 ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα) matches. Consequently, a
desynchronisation attack mounted against this protocol will cause the MS to desynchronise
and lead to a permanent DoS condition for MS.
5.2.2 A Desynchronisation Attack against the HYS Protocol
The detected weakness can be exploited by intercepting the response message from the NCC
to MS. This attack against the HYS protocol desynchronises the Initiator: Initially, MS issues
an authentication request based on its current θi constituted by the pair (TID, Kmd). After
successfully authenticating MS, the NCC updates to a new θi+1 = (TID’, Kmd’). Further, NCC
responds with the second message that aims to provide MS with the new θi+1. The attacker
prevents NCC’s response message from reaching MS (cf. Figure 9). Consequently, the NCC
updates to the new θi+1, while MS does not. As MS acts as a Repeater, it will use its current
operating value θi in future authentication requests. However, as NCC has updated to θi+1, the
received θi is obsolete and the authentication request is denied.
5.3 Analysis of the Tseng Protocol
The Tseng protocol [14] was proposed to provide nodes within a mobile ad hoc network with
certificates. The protocol implements two certificate distribution phases built on the same
principle: the first phase enables a cluster head (CH) to obtain a certificate by using the WideCovered Heterogeneous Network (WCN-AS) as outlined in Figure 10. The second phase
enables a general node (GN) to obtain a certificate from the corresponding server (S) through
its cluster head (CH).
5.3.1 Applying Detection Rules for SD attacks to the Tseng Protocol
In the first phase a Cluster Head (CH) without certificate in the network performs the ticket
acquisition phase once based on an initial password PWHID. In subsequent certificate
acquisition operations, both CH and WCN-AS replace this password with a nonce RHID. This
scheme does not implement a reset phase for its shared secret θ = RHID.
The first phase is a two-message update mechanism UM-A, as at any given time only a single
instance of the shared secret is generated. In this phase, the CH is the Initiator and the WCNAS is the Closer. The Initiator is also the Generator of RHID. Only one instance of this nonce
is generated by CH and stored by WCN-AS, therefore both the Initiator and the Closer are
Unary Monostable principals. As the Initiator’s behaviour in case of time-out is not specified
by the protocol, both Repeater and Increaser are considered. The following UM-A
configuration is obtained for the Tseng protocol: “α.M1 ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ”. As no
reset phase is present, rules DR18 (α.M1 ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα) and
1
1
DR19 (α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω) do match. Consequently, there are
two effective desynchronisation attacks against this phase: The first attack desynchronises the
CH, while the second attack desynchronises WCN-AS. In both cases a permanent DoS
condition is reached.
The second phase proposed for certificate acquisition for a general node uses the same update
mechanism with the distinction that the Initiator and the Closer are played by GN and S and
the other two parties (CH and WCN-AS) just relay θ. Thus, detection rules DR18 and DR19
do match and the corresponding attacks can be mounted.

5.3.2 Desynchronisation Attacks against the Tseng Protocol
In each phase of the Tseng protocol a weakness has been revealed by the above analysis. As
the type of the Initiator is not clearly identified by the protocol, the following considers two
cases: firstly, the Initiator as a Repeater and secondly, the Initiator as an Increaser. Under the
assumption that the Initiator acts as a Repeater, a desynchronisation attack can be mounted by
intercepting the response message as shown in Figure 11.
Initially, the Cluster Head’s certificate request is based on CH’s current θi = PWHID and the
subsequent θi+1 = RHID. On successful authentication of CH, WCN-AS updates its operating
value to θi+1 and sends its response message to CH. The attacker prevents WCN-AS’s
response message from reaching CH (cf. Figure 11). As CH does not receive the response to
its certificate request, it resends the same request based on θi. However, as WCN-AS has
updated to θi+1, the received θi is obsolete and the authentication request is denied.
Alternatively, CH may behave as an Increaser, that is, after a time-out it will update its
operating value to θi+1. In this case, a desynchronisation attack can be mounted by
intercepting the request message (cf. Figure 12). As WCN-AS does not receive the request, it
will not update its operating value to θi+1. Consequently, when CH enters the following
session with the updated operating, the request is rejected as the used θi+1 is inconsistent with
WCN-AS’s current operating value θi.
Corresponding desynchronisation attacks can be mounted against the second certificate
distribution phase of the Tseng protocol with the distinction that the Initiator and the Closer
are played by GN and S. In this phase, CH and WCN-AS just relay messages containing θ.
5.4 Analysis of the AD Protocol
The AD protocol [3] is proposed to ensure mutual authentication between a mobile user
(Mobile) and the base station (Base) in a wireless environment. The protocol consists of two
phases:
 The Authentication Phase is performed once and it produces a session key stored by the
communicating parties.
 The Key Change Phase is subsequently performed for mutual authentication and session
key renewal (cf. Figure 13).
5.4.1 Applying Detection Rules for SD attacks to the AD Protocol
The Authentication phase is executed once by Mobile and Base. At completion of this three
message exchange both parties store the initial instance of their shared secret θ1 =
new
RNM  newRNB = RN1M  RN 1B . The notations symbolize the first random numbers
generated by the Mobile ( RN 1M ) and by the Base ( RN 1B ). Following this phase Data
Exchange may be entered by the two parties using the freshly obtained session key θ1.
Subsequently, the parties further authenticate by execution of Key Change phase. This phase
implements a two-message update mechanism that aims to ensure new synchronous instances
of each party’s contribution to the session key: RN iM and RN iB . The Initiator (played by the
Mobile) is a Unary Monostable and it behaves as a Repeater. The Generator (played by the
Base) is also a Unary Monostable Repeater.
The following configuration is obtained for this UM-A update mechanism: α.M1 ˄ α.Ξ ˄
ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ. As no reset phase is available for this protocol rule DR7 (α.M1 ˄ α.Ξ ˄
ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα) matches. Consequently, a desynchronisation attack

mounted against this protocol will cause the Mobile to desynchronise, leading to a permanent
DoS condition.
5.4.2 Desynchronisation Attacks against the AD Protocol
During the Key Change phase the Mobile and the Base authenticate each other based on the
internal stored RN iM and RN iB . Figure 14 presents the SD attack against the AD protocol
detected by the above analysis. The attacker prevents the second message from reaching the
Mobile. As a consequence, the Base updates its stored data to θi+1 = newRNM  newRNB
= RN iM1  RN iB1 while the Mobile does not update to θi+1 and continues to operate with θi =
RN M  RN B . As the Base and the Mobile now store different values for θ, any subsequent
i

i

attempt to authenticate each other or to enter Data Exchange will fail.
5.5 Proposed Amendments to the AD Protocol
To eliminate the weakness causing a permanent DoS condition from the AD protocol we
propose a new Key Change phase as outlined in Figure 15.
The Initiator (Mobile) remains a Unary Monostable principal (M1) and a Repeater (Ξ):
Message 1 is identical to the AD Protocol. The Closer (Base) becomes a Binary Bistable
principal (B2) and a Backward Differentiator (-Δ). Thus, the Base stores its current and its
previous instances of RNM and is capable of detecting any request from a desynchronised
Mobile.
If the Base receives a request based on the expected random number ( RN iM ) it responds by
issuing its own current and subsequent random numbers ( RN iB and RN iB1 ) in message 2.a
and updates to θi+1 = RN iM1  RN iB1 . However, if the Mobile’s request is based on the
previous pair of random numbers ( RN iM1 and RN iM ) the Base issues the resynchronisation
challenge (Message 2.b) containing its current instance of the Mobile’s random number
( RN iM ). If the Base receives requests containing any other random numbers the request is
deemed a replay and ignored.
On receiving message 2.a Mobile updates to θi+1 = RN iM1  RN iB1 and session key renewal
is successfully completed. The Mobile only reacts to a resynchronisation challenge (message
2.b) containing RN iM , if the most recently sent request was a failed attempt to update to
RN iM . If the resynchronisation challenge is accepted, the Mobile responds with message 1

containing the random number indicated in the resynchronized challenge ( RN iM ) and the
Mobile’s subsequent random number ( RN iM1 ). The introduction of the resynchronisation
challenge into the new Key Change phase does not prolong the life-time of the session key
built on the obsolete pair of random numbers ( RN iM and RN iB ).
5.5.1 Analysis of the Amended AD Protocol
The amended version of the AD protocol proposed in Figure 15 implements a two-message
update mechanism. In the new Key Change phase, the Initiator remains a Unary Monostable
Repeater (α.M1 ˄ α.Ξ). The Closer is still the Generator (ω.Γ), but changes its visibility scope
to Binary and the operating values policy to Bistable (ω.B2). Further, the Closer now behaves
as a Backward Differentiator ( ω.-Δ).

The obtained configuration (α.M1 ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.B2 ˄ ω.Γ ˄ ω.-Δ) has no corresponding attack
detection rule. Therefore, the proposed Key Change phase is safe against SD attacks.
6. Conclusions
This paper addressed synchronisation issues in security protocols for wireless
communications that utilise online update mechanisms. The paper revealed a new weakness
in the design of update mechanisms of current security protocols that utilise dynamic shared
secrets. We have shown that this weakness is present in a wide range of protocols for wireless
communication. Further, a new attack, called suppress-and-desynchronise attack (SD attack),
that exploits the exposed design weaknesses was presented. The impact of a successful SD
attack on these protocols is that a permanent denial of service condition is reached,
preventing further communication between the involved parties.
A formal verification system that is able to model update mechanisms for dynamic shared
secrets was developed. This system models update mechanisms by expressing the actions of
principals, their storing strategies for shared secrets and the principals’ roles in the different
types of update mechanisms. As part of the verification system a set of rules for the detection
of update mechanisms that are susceptible to suppress-and-desynchronise attacks was
proposed. As these rules were derived from exhaustive configuration sets, the resulting
verification system is complete and therefore it is able to detect all possible SD attacks.
The effectiveness of the verification system was confirmed by utilising it in the analysis of
several security protocols for wireless communications. Each analysed protocol was briefly
introduced and then formally modelled in the verification system. The analysis of the
protocols was performed by applying the detection rules to the formalised protocols. The
results of the presented verifications revealed hitherto unknown weaknesses in the HYS,
Tseng and AD protocols and details of suppress-and-desynchronise attacks that exploit these
weaknesses were presented. In each case, mounting a suppress-and-desynchronise attack
resulted in a permanent DoS condition for the involved communicating parties. An amended
version of the AD protocol was proposed and application of the verification system
established the immunity of the amended AD protocol against the identified suppress-anddesynchronise attacks.
The hitherto unnoticed presence of the revealed weaknesses in the analysed protocols
highlights the importance of using formal methods to analyse the design of security protocols.
The authors anticipate that future work will lead to the integration of the presented SD attack
detection system into existing state-space or logic-based verification systems.
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1. MS -> LEO: TID, Kmd(UID, TID)
2. LEO -> NCC: TID, LEOID, Kmd(UID, TID)
3. NCC -> LEO: TID, LEOID, Kmd(TID, TID’, Kmd’)
4. LEO -> MS: TID, Kmd(TID, TID’, Kmd’)
Fig. 8. HYS Mobile User Authentication Phase
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Fig. 9. Desynchronisation attack against the HYS protocol.

1. CH ->WCN-AS: HID, PKHID, EPKc(HID||RHID),H(PWHID, RHID, HID, PKHID)
2. WCN-AS ->CH: HID, CertHID, PKC, CertC, ChainC–CA
Fig. 10. Tseng Protocol Phase One
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1. Mobile -> Base: Signed(Priv_Mobile, { E(Pub_Base, RN iM ), E(Pub_Base, RN iM1 ) })
2. Base-> Mobile: Signed(Priv_Base, { E(Pub_Mobile, RN iB ), E(Pub_Mobile, RN iB1 ) })
Fig. 13. AD protocol key change phase
Authentication request
with RN iM and RN iM1
Mobile

Base

ω's response
with RN iB and RN iB1
Fig. 14. Desynchronisation attack against AD Protocol

1. Mobile -> Base: Signed(Priv_Mobile, { E(Pub_Base, RN iM ), E(Pub_Base, RN iM1 ) })
2.a. Base-> Mobile: Signed(Priv_Base, { E(Pub_Mobile, RN iB ), E(Pub_Mobile, RN iB1 ) })
2.b. Base -> Mobile: Signed(Priv_Base, {E(Pub_Mobile, RN iM )})
Fig. 15. The proposed Key Change phase.

Symbol/Term
UM-A

Meaning
Update mechanism in which at any given time only a
single instance of the shared secret is generated.
UM-B
Update mechanism that works with sets of N predetermined shared secrets.
α
Initiator
ω
Closer
Γ
Generator
Visibility Scope
Accessible shared secret instances – principals can be
classified as Unary, Binary, n-ary
Operating Values
Shared secret instances used in a session
M
Monostable*
B
Bistable*
N
N-Stable*
Asynchronous
Period during update mechanism when principals have
interval
asynchronous shared secret instances.
Ξ
Repeater
Ψ
Increaser
Δ
Differentiator
Δ+
Forward Differentiator
Δ
Backward Differentiator
- +
Δ
Random Differentiator
Θ
Unconditional Increaser
σ(p)
Single Session Identification
σ(p,q)
Session Range Identification
σ.ρ
Presence of Reset Phase
σ.Φ
Absence of Reset Phase
P.property1 ˄
The principal P has the properties:
P.property2
property1 AND property2
*Optionally, arity is indicated by superscript 1: Unary, 2: Binary, n: n-ary
Table 1. Verification System Symbols and Terms

No.
Configuration
Configuration Label
1
α.M1˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
1
1
2
α.M ˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
1
1
3
α.M ˄ α.Δ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
4
α.M1˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M2 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
1
2
5
α.M ˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
6
α.M1˄ α.Δ ˄ ω.M2˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
1
n
7
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
8
α.M1˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.Mn˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
1
n
9
α.M ˄ α.Δ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
2
1
10
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
11
α.M2˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.M1˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
2
1
12
α.B ˄ α.Δ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
13
α.M2˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M2 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
2
2
14
α.M ˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
15
α.B2˄ α.Δ ˄ ω.M2˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
2
n
16
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
2
n
17
α.M ˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
18
α.B2˄ α.Δ ˄ ω.Mn˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
n
1
19
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
20
α.Mn˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.M1˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
A
21
α.Bn˄ α.Δ+ ˄ ω.M1˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
N
22
α.Bn˄ α.-Δ ˄ ω.M1˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
S
n
- +
1
23
α.B ˄ α. Δ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
n
+
1
24
α.N ˄ α.Δ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
N
25
α.Nn˄ α.-Δ ˄ ω.M1˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
S
n
- +
1
26
α.N ˄ α. Δ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
S
27
α.Mn˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M2 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
n
2
28
α.M ˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
N
29
α.Bn˄ α.Δ+ ˄ ω.M2˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
N
n
2
30
α.B ˄ α. Δ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
N
n
- +
2
31
α.B ˄ α. Δ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
32
α.Nn˄ α.Δ˄ ω.M2˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
N
33
α.Mn˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.Mn˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
34
α.Mn˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.Mn˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
A
35
α.Bn˄ α.Δ+˄ ω.Mn˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
N
36
α.Bn˄ α.-Δ ˄ ω.Mn˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
S
n
- +
n
37
α.B ˄ α. Δ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
I
n
+
n
38
α.N ˄ α.Δ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
N
39
α.Nn˄ α.-Δ ˄ ω.Mn˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
N
n
- +
n
40
α.N ˄ α. Δ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
S
Table 2. One Message Update Mechanism Configurations with ω.Γ

Config.
Rule Label
Detection Rule
20
DR1
α.Mn ˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
34
DR2
α.Mn ˄ α.Θ ˄ ω.Mn ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
Table 3. Desynchronisation attack detection rules for one-message update mechanism with
ω.Γ
No.
1
2
3
4

Configuration
Configuration Label
α.M1 ˄ α.Θ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ
A
1
n
α.M ˄ α.Θ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ
A
α. Mn ˄ α.Θ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ
A
n
n
α.M ˄ α.Θ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ
A
Table 4. Unsafe one-message update mechanisms with α.Γ.

Config. Rule Label Detection Rule
1
DR3
α.M1 ˄ α.Θ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
2
DR4
α.M1 ˄ α.Θ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.Mn ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
n
1
3
DR5
α. M ˄ α.Θ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
4
DR6
α.Mn ˄ α.Θ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.Mn ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
Table 5. Desynchronisation attack detection rules for one-message update mechanism with
α.Γ
No.
Configuration
Configuration Label
1
1
1
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
A
1
n
2
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
A
3
α.Mn ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
A
n
1
4
α. M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
A
5
α. Mn ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.Mn ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
A
n
n
6
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ
A
Table 6. Unsafe two-message update mechanisms with ω.Γ.
Config. Rule Label Detection Rule
1
DR7
α.M1 ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
1
n
DR8
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
2
1
n
DR9
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
n
1
DR10
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
3
n
1
DR11
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
n
1
DR12
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
4
n
1
DR13
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
n
n
DR14
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
5
n
n
DR15
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ ω. M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
n
n
DR16
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
6
n
n
DR17
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ ω.Γ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
Table 7. Desynchronisation attack detection rule for two-message update mechanism with
ω.Γ.

No. Configuration
Configuration Label
1
1
1
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ
A
2
α.M1 ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ
A
1
n
3
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ
A
4
α.M1 ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.Mn ˄ ω.Ξ
A
n
1
5
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ
A
6
α.Mn ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ
A
n
n
7
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ
A
n
n
8
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ
A
Table 8. Unsafe two-message update mechanisms with α.Γ.

Config.
1
2

Rule Label Detection Rule
DR18
α.M1 ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M1 ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
1
1
DR19
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
1
n
DR20
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
3
1
n
DR21
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
1
n
DR22
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄
˄ σ.Φ ≡ δω
4
1
n
DR23
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
n
1
DR24
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄
˄ σ.Φ ≡ δα
5
n
1
DR25
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
n
1
DR26
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
6
n
1
DR27
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
n
n
DR28
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
7
n
n
DR29
α.M ˄ α.Ξ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δα
n
n
DR30
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (1, N-1) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
8
n
n
DR31
α.M ˄ α.Ψ ˄ α.Γ ˄ ω.M ˄ ω.Ξ ˄ σ (N) ˄ σ.Φ ˄
≡ δω
Table 9. Desynchronisation attack detection rules for two-message update mechanisms with
α.Γ

